
Professional Website designer

keep it simple to begin with ... your name & what you are

https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/


web design Seo WebDev

Big easy to click  /
At a glance, who

you are ,what you
do /

clickable links to
service.

Small Description
of your Work +
Core Values 

Modern web design aesthetics coupled with ease of use and
stunning efficiency 

 We build sites on WordPress, optimized for speed and mobility.
Our designers ensure your website looks stunning on desktop
and mobile devices. 

 Our core values are transparency and results

Digital Creations Moving bubble,
clickable

Portfolio

https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/
https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/
https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/
https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/


explore the magic

Honeymoon
Backpackers

FunkPd conjured up a dazzling web design
spell for Honeymoonbackpackers.com.
 
We turbocharged the website’s speed, brewed
some serious UX/UI enhancements, and
worked our magic on both front and back-
end. 

The outcome? A digital wonderland that’s
slick, swift, and user-friendly.

learn more

Rewrite Text a little , maybe shorter, with “learn more- button”

Redirect to  Portfolio

https://funkpd.com/service/wordpress/web-design/
https://honeymoonbackpackers.com/


Rangda Films
For Sam Layer, a videography
virtuoso from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
we at FunkPd have conjured up a
WordPress redesign. 

A single page to exhibit her
unparalleled portfolio, and the
outcome is nothing short of
enchanting. 

Experience the result for yourself at
Rangdafilms.com

learn more

Need to See atleast 3/4 of screen

monitor maybe on the other side

Rewrite Text a little , maybe shorter,
with “learn more- button”

Redirect to  Portfolio

https://rangdafilms.com/


Your new website live in just 2-3 weeks!

Loud Awards
Clear Skin
Solutions

Coast & Country

Showcase Your
Funky Websites on

Smartphone, Tablet,
and Laptop Screens



FunkPd is all about
a photo of your or a stylized figure representing you, could also be a moving one

Moving 3D Bubbles ,  you want to click on them to
catch them and then the values come up 

click on it and get redirected to a bio

Engagement 
Awareness

Retention

ReferralRevenue



FunkPd’s Services

Webdesign
Wordpress

Refactor....
Webdev



Your Digital
Revolution Catalyst

Navigating the dynamic internet landscape, FunkPd stands tall as your Winnipeg-based
psychedelic battalion of website wizards and digital dreamweavers. We’re hell-bent on crafting
transformative online realms, showcasing the best of Winnipeg web design through an
intoxicating cocktail of imaginative communication and technical prowess.
At the helm of our digital spaceship is Commander Nolan Phelps, the maestro of web design in
Winnipeg. He might physically hail from the frost-kissed city of Winnipeg, Canada, but his digital
presence flutters throughout the global ether. With over a decade of orchestrating intricate web
projects under his belt, Nolan has forged a diverse squad of trailblazers united by a fervor for
constructing kickass websites.

redo text, shorter, easier with “read more” to click

https://funkpd.com/micro/web-design/
https://funkpd.com/nolan/


My Labor of Love

Bridging Realities

On my travels, I meet many interested technomads.

Four of us have joined forces, and together, we form Bridging
Realities. Together, we create the bridges to our worlds, to our
interests and abilities.
It's a beautiful experience to form a community with like-minded
individuals.
We are all very excited to see what the future holds for us.

BR

It's wonderful to pass on my years
of experience to this wonderful
group of young technomads.

My book, "Bridging Realities," is all
about sharing this very experience.
I provide you with the tools you
need to become a digital nomad,
traveling while working online

Support my Work



better footer structure with social media icons

contact icon and footer on the same page, not half halt
like before


